
1 Financial ethics: virtues in the market

On 13 September 1970,New York TimesMagazine published an op-ed

article provocatively entitled ‘The social responsibility of business is

to increase its profits’. It would turn its author into the most prominent

colour guard of shareholder wealthmaximization.1 In this piece,Milton

Friedman, six years later awarded the Nobel Prize in economics,

inveighed against what he called ‘unadulterated socialism’.2He believed

that ‘socialist’ tendencies were present among many businesspeople

of his time, claiming as they did that business is not only about making

profit but also about achieving certain social ends. Friedman provided

the ‘socialist’ businesspeople with an alternative as simple as it was

powerful. Business, he said, is about maximizing shareholder wealth,

and nothing else.

Simple or simplistic? In the writings of Friedman’s opponents and

many of his followers surely this view has often been reduced to the idea

that in business ‘anything goes’. Nor has Friedman done too much to

allay potential misgivings on this point, as he and his followers have

been quite proud to accept being turned into relentless laissez-fairists.

The view is much more subtle, though; it is in any case subtle enough to

use as a plausible default position about the responsibilities of corpo-

rations. To begin with, Friedman does not mean to say that shareholder

interests trump everything. Law is a restrictive factor, which has lexico-

graphic priority over the shareholders; no business strategy should be

adopted if it clashes with the law, whatever pain the shareholders suffer

as a result of opportunity lost. Tax evasion and illegal pollution are

prohibited, for instance, despite the obvious negative effects on profit

generation. This is true of ethics as well. Even though ethics is men-

tioned only twice, Friedman is clear enough to stipulate that ethics too

has lexicographic priority over the interests of the shareholders. Now

Friedman was acutely aware of the fact that ethics and law may differ

1 Friedman, ‘Social responsibility’. 2 Friedman, ‘Social responsibility’.
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from context to context, and that is why he prefers to refer to the ‘basic

rules of society’ rather than law and ethics. This undoubtedly smacks

of relativism. The fact that turning a blind eye to human rights abuses

in order to propagate profitability is unacceptable to Friedman shows,

however, that despite intricate questions about international ethics, his

position is powerful enough to indict contemporary multinational com-

panies that violate these rights.

It is misguided to view Friedman’s article as a plea against ethics

in business. But what, then, were his aims? With indeed perhaps a little

too much Cold War rhetoric, Friedman directed his arrows at a move-

ment that started in the 1960s to promote the idea of corporate social

responsibility. As I mentioned briefly in the Introduction, advocates of

corporate social responsibility maintain that firms have responsibilities

beyond the mere business-economic. Summarized by Archie Carroll’s

four-storey pyramid of corporate social responsibilities, the idea is that

society ‘requires’ firms, as he puts it, to discharge not only business-

economic but also legal responsibilities; that society, moreover, ‘expects’

them to meet ethical responsibilities; and that society ‘desires’ them to

undertake philanthropic responsibilities.3 Given what I said about the

lexicographic priority of ethics and law, Friedman in a sense accords a

slightly firmer place to ethics and law than corporate social responsibi-

lity. It is only economic concerns that form the ground floor of Carroll’s

corporate social responsibility, and law, ethics and philanthropy are

built thereon. It is the ‘basic rules of society’ (ethics and law) that form

the basis of Friedman’s model, and shareholder wealth comes thereafter.

So the controversy between Friedman and the commenders of corporate

social responsibility is chiefly concerned with top-floor responsibilities –

that is, with philanthropy.

Friedman’s argument

It is not so much that Friedman rejects philanthropy as such. He does

not rule out that people have ‘feelings of charity’ and he does not rule

out that people may decide to start a company for an ‘eleemosynary

purpose’ such as a hospital or school.4 He does not even rule out

spending money on charitable projects when this generates value to

the shareholders. Organizing day care for children, building houses for

3 Carroll, ‘The pyramid’. 4 Friedman, ‘Social responsibility’.
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labourers, financing sports facilities in the community may all enhance

profit making. But then such activities stay firmly attached to the basis

of corporate social responsibility, the economic responsibilities. What

he does reject, though, is when shareholders’ money is used for philan-

thropic purposes without their explicit consent (unlike the hospital)

or without there being a business-economic rationale behind it (unlike

workers’ housing).

Corporate responsibility

What was Friedman’s argument? A useful reconstruction sees Friedman

as making three claims.5 First, he finds fault with the idea that corpo-

rations can be bearers of responsibility in a way that is irreducible to

the individual responsibilities of directors, managers, employees and

other people taking part in or dealing with the business enterprise.

Responsibility, Friedman seems to think, is closely connected to being

human, and corporations are not human beings. This is not to say that

we end up in a vacuum where nothing or no one is responsible for what

a company does, but for Friedman the responsibility for corporate

actions must always be reduced to the responsibilities of individual

human actors; and plainly, without corporate responsibility there is

no corporate social responsibility.

Shareholders

Friedman next considers the responsibilities of a salient group of decision

makers: the firm’s directors. He defends a second claim, which says that

the sole responsibility of a firm’s management is to act in the interests

of the shareholders. It is here that Friedman flies into the teeth of the

philanthropists.When the directors of a firmdecide to sponsor amuseum

or sports club, they steal from the shareholders. Part of the earnings,

however small, are not used inways that benefit the shareholders in terms

of dividend or additional investments; part of the earnings are used to

benefit artists, art lovers or sportspersons, without the shareholders’

consent. That is what Friedman finds objectionable.

It is important to realize that this second claim is essentially an argu-

ment from law; it is not an argument based on the concept of equity

5 See, e.g., the lucid discussion by Crane and Matten, Business ethics, 46–61.
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or on the ethics of shareholders; it depends for its validity on the

way corporate law has been shaped during the past two centuries. The

capacious legal template of the public limited company or corporation

endows directors with fiduciary duties towards the shareholders of the

firm. It is a historical accident that rather than the eleemosynary firm

(hospital, school, etc.) it was the profit-seeking firm that formed the

main inspiration driving developments in corporate law. This accident

is understandable, and I believe we need not be deeply worried about

history here. In a world with different laws, however, Friedman’s second

claim falls.

That is not to say that opposition to this template is entirely absent.

Jack Welsh, former CEO of General Electric, has called shareholder

wealth maximization a ‘dumb idea’.6 Some legal scholars claim that

courts of justice have not even always ruled in ways consistent with this

idea. Lynn Stout, for instance, has defended the view that corporate

law categorizes shareholders not so much as owners but more as con-

tractors verymuch on a parwith bondholders, employees and suppliers.7

Courts have afforded managers ample space for discretionary judge-

ments about balancing the interests of various other stakeholders. It is

indeed quite clear that shareholders own equity in a company in a very

different way than they own, say, their house, their land or their art

collection. Let us grant that Stout is right. Then it is onlywhen a company

is bought by another company or when a company goes bankrupt that

shareholder ownership gets a specific meaning, offering special protec-

tion to shareholders at the expense of bondholders and other interested

or affected parties.

The legal argument that underlies Friedman’s view may be less con-

vincing in the end thanmany people have thought, but Friedman’s other

contributions to the debate are still strong. To begin with, if the discre-

tionary decisions that courts allow boards to make are about cases

where boards let the ‘basic rules of society’ prevail over the interests

of shareholders, Stout may have succeeded in arguing against ruthless

shareholder value maximization, but not against shareholder wealth

maximization with lexicographic respect for law and ethical custom.

Courts are in that case fully consistent with Friedman’s view, because

what they do is allow management room to take on these legal and

ethical responsibilities even when that does not maximize shareholder

6 Mazzucato, ‘Towards a fairer capitalism’. 7 Stout,The shareholder valuemyth.
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wealth. Only if courts allow management to engage in supererogatory

shareholder-value-slashing philanthropy will there be a serious case

against Friedman’s second claim.

Job requirements

Even then Friedman has an answer. For two independent reasons, solv-

ing social problems is not, for him, the responsibility of corporations in

the first place. One reason is the empirical observation that the capacities

that make people good managers do not necessarily make them good

policymakers. Directing a firm is very different from leading a country.

The nefarious idea ofUKplc, viewing the state as a corporation to be run

by a government of CEOs and CFOs, is consigned to the waste-paper

basket. The second leg of Friedman’s charge against the idea of corpo-

rations assuming social responsibilities is conceptually much stronger;

it is that making business instead of politics responsible for addressing

social issues endangers democratic legitimacy. For all the cynical remarks

that the most significant political act of many citizens is not carried out

in the polling booths but in the supermarket where they vote on brands,

it is indisputably true that managers are not hired by a democratic

selection procedure.8 Managers are not accountable to their rank and

file and they can exclude whole segments of the population from their

philanthropic endeavours at will. A manager sponsoring sports not arts

will not be brought to book; a local government official taking such a

decision, however, will fortunately need to provide a clear justification.

Despite serious criticism of Friedman’s position, I work on the

assumption that he is right. This is primarily formethodological reasons.

Assumptions have to bemade, and I prefer tomake assumptions that are

as minimal as possible. More substantive assumptions about corpora-

tions, shareholders, law andmorality would alienate advocates of unad-

orned shareholder wealth maximization. Making minimal assumptions

does not risk losing readers with more substantive views about these

themes; the risk is smaller at any rate. More concretely, I want to be able

to say something normative about epistemic virtues in business without

having to commit myself to the idea that business has to take on any

other obligations than those entailed by Friedman’s view. This may look

like a hopeless project. Most theorists writing on finance and ethics have

8 Klein, The shock doctrine.
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therefore adopted a decidedly more ponderous view of the function of

finance. For my purpose, minimal assumptions are enough.

A theory of the firm

It is now important briefly to review some of the arguments that have

been given in defence of the legal template of the public limited company

or corporation. Let us start with the influential definition by Michael

Jensen and William Meckling describing a corporation as a mere ‘legal

fiction’ or ‘artificial construct’ allowing a particular kind of organiza-

tion to be treated in law as an individual.9 This is a good starting point

because, as Lynn Stout has also observed, Jensen and Meckling were

building on Friedman’s suggestion here, among others.10 In a recent

monograph, Jensen put it thus:

The public corporation is the nexus for a complex set of voluntary contracts

among customers, workers, managers, and the suppliers of materials, capital,

and risk bearing. This means that the parties contract, not between themselves

bilaterally, but unilaterally with the legal fiction called the corporation, thus

greatly simplifying the contracting process. The rights of the interacting

parties are determined by law, the corporation’s charter, and the implicit

and explicit contracts with each individual.11

Seeing a firm as nothing more than a complex system of interwoven

voluntary contracts need not lead to a hierarchical notion of capitalist

firms. John Stuart Mill once argued that when the level of education

increases among workers they turn away from the hierarchical master–

servant view of the firm to form ‘associations of labourers’.12They form

cooperatives with or without suppliers of capital and develop firms that

supersede the traditional capitalist model. But this idea ‘barely outlived

Mill’, as Gerald Gaus writes.13

Hierarchy of command

It is, ironically, a utilitarian or consequentialist explanation that shows

whyMill’s idea has not caught on.14AsRonaldCoase famously showed, a

9 Jensen and Meckling, ‘Theory of the firm’, 310.
10 Another predecessor is Alchian and Demsetz, ‘Economic organization’.
11 Jensen, A theory of the firm, 1. 12 Mill, Political economy.
13 Gaus, ‘Capitalism’, 90. 14 Gaus, ‘Capitalism’.
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hierarchical relation of control is essential to the corporation.15Without

a hierarchical command structure in which a manager instructs workers

on what to do, capitalists have to find a party willing and able to carry

out every single task they deem necessary, negotiate contracts with them

and later monitor their work. This leads capitalists to incur search and

transaction costs and to encounter a number of agency problems. It is

these costs and problems that are significantly mitigated by organizing

the firm in a hierarchical manner by hiring people to do the work instead

of contracting it all out. Coase’s argument had to remain fairly spec-

ulative until it was backed by empirical findings. Seventy years of sub-

sequent research on corporate governance (how is the firm organized?)

and corporate performance (how much profit is made?) have indeed

considerably refined and corroborated Coase’s view. The core of his

speculation remains valid. With only a few exceptions, hierarchical

corporate governance structures considerably outdo other forms of

organization.

Corporate law

But does that mean that shareholder wealth maximization is unequivo-

cally a good thing to pursue? It goes without saying that a hierarchical

command structure does not entail a shareholder-interests-first mentality;

the defence of Jensen andMeckling’s ‘legal fiction’ has to go further than

Coase’s observations. Comparative legal research shows that corporate

law in almost all jurisdictions offers a template of a legal entity close to the

corporation. John Armour, Henry Hansmann and Reinier Krankman

single out five characteristics that are universally adopted.16 A corpora-

tion is a legal person in that it can enter into contracts itself, own

property, delegate authority to other persons and can sue or be sued.

Moreover, it only has so-called limited liability. The function of these two

provisions is called asset partitioning. Legal personality shields the assets

of the company from the creditors of the individual owners of the

company, which has the advantage that without such provisions cred-

itors, when they have claims on shareholders of the company that are

unable to repay their debts, could take security on the company’s assets,

endangering the firm. Limited liability conversely shields the private

15 Coase, ‘Nature of the firm’. 16 Armour et al., ‘Corporate law’.
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assets of the shareholders of the company from creditors with claims on

the company. Shareholders of broken companies will not have to pay

their remaining debts. The conditions of transferability of shares and

investor ownership determine that unlike, for example, partnerships,

the shares of a company can be freely traded, and ensure that share-

holders have a right to its residual earnings and a right to control the

firm. The right to control, however, is a right that shareholders do not

exercise all by themselves, as the final condition holds that the owners

delegate control to an elected board of directors.

In the end, the way company law statutes fix the meaning of the legal

fiction of the public limited company across the globe is not merely

motivated by the Coasian outlook of a firm as a command structure in

which owners delegate management to a board of directors keeping tabs

on the employees’ decision making. It also owes much to a utilitarian

outlook on law that sees the purpose of corporate law as developing legal

templates enabling people to maximize social or Pareto efficiency. This

utilitarian argument depends on whether maximizing shareholder value,

as corporate law sees fit, brings us closer to this utilitarian ideal, and

scholars dispute the issue. It is more than disingenuous to claim that

empirical data support the efficiency argument for the public limited

company.17Yet corporate law is not inextricably bound to use utilitarian

models. Nothing in law requires it to foster efficiency. Frank Easterbrook

and David Fischel’s classic treatment of the economic structure of cor-

porate law provides an alternative. Rather than defending corporate law

in terms of its potential to contribute to efficiency, they view it as a set of

ready-made and standard-form contracts that are attractive to partici-

pants for whatever reasons they might have. The attraction of the precise

characteristics with which the law has endowed corporations (legal

personality, limited liability, etc.) is derived from the fact that, the two

authors claim, these are terms that participants would have negotiated

had they been able to do so at low or zero cost; in other words, corporate

law is seen as the outcome of a hypothetical negotiation between self-

interested, autonomous people. It is ‘enabling rather than directive’.18

Easterbrook and Fischel allow alternative ways to form business enter-

prises, and from this they draw the conclusion that the question of what

is the purpose of the corporation is moot. Any purpose is acceptable, or

17 Jones and Felps, ‘Shareholder wealth maximization’ offer a critical evaluation.
18 Easterbrook and Fischel, Corporate law, 15.
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even no purpose at all. But this does not seem completely true as long as

most firms stick to the standard-form setup provided by corporate law; in

the absence of any additional clauses to contracts or without communi-

cation between the various constituents of the firm, a failure to maximize

shareholder wealth is a reason for ‘legitimate complaint’ from equity

investors – for breach of contract, that is.19

A company’s goals

There are, however, many other reasons to question whether corpo-

rations can be said to have any goal at all. In a nexus of contracts

contractors will have individual reasons for participation that are

highly unlikely to converge. This is obvious for managers (seeking the

thrill of it), members of Rhinelandish supervisory boards (wishing to

remain in contact with the business world when they are close to

retirement age) and employees (depending on their wages for their

wealth, wellbeing or survival). But it is no less obvious for many differ-

ent kinds of shareholders, including pension funds (demanding stable

long-term profitability), hedge funds (perhaps even betting on the

firm’s demise as they are shorting the company) and private investors

(speculating on short-term increases of the share price). It makes sense

to explain individual contractors’ decisions to participate in a nexus

of contracts in terms of individual purposes; yet we should avoid

ascribing grand overarching goals to corporations, be they shareholder

maximization or otherwise. People contracting with firms will have

purposes, and certain firms may be contractually organized in such a

way that the purposes of particular contractors (shareholders are the

prime example) receive more weight. But it is a category mistake to

derive a corporate purpose from these multifarious individual purpo-

ses. The workers at the drilling and production platform in theMagnus

oilfield in the North Sea are there for money or adventure. They have

not taken their jobs owing to a desire to increase the wealth of holders

of British Petroleum equity shares.

Altogether this may be seen as an astonishing move in a virtue

theoretic argument. It may be that utilitarianism rather indirectly sup-

ports the idea that firms should not be ascribed the purpose of

19 Easterbrook and Fischel, Corporate law, 36.
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generating Pareto efficiency as long as the empirical data cannot be

adequately lined up. It may also be that a deontological argument more

directly supports corporate purposelessness owing to its insistence on

the autonomy of freely contracting individual human beings. But virtue

theory is, by contrast, renowned for its more constructive and substan-

tive stance on purpose in business. One of the first philosophers apply-

ing virtue ethics to this issue, Robert Solomon, set up a theory according

to which corporations are communities of people sharing a view of

two overarching goals: to produce goods and services of decent quality

and to realize profit for shareholders.20Rather than deriving a common

goal by combining the individual ends of individually contracting indi-

vidual human beings, Solomon suggests that the goals of individual

directors, managers and employees are derived from the common goal

that constitutes the corporation as a community of practice. This is

important first of all because it may be slightly odd to study epistemic

virtues without a commitment to virtue ethics. Is it possible, one may

wonder, to defend normative claims about epistemic virtues of, say,

bankers or their clients without appealing to a foundational normative

virtue ethical view of the purpose of finance? With a virtue ethical

underpinning of finance, a normative epistemic argument is decidedly

easier. It is easier, for instance, to defend the claim that bank employees

have to embrace epistemic virtue if we adopt the view that they work

together to develop quality financial services. If we see them as individ-

ually contracting people with disparate motives this may be more

difficult. But here again I prefer to use the methodology of adopting

reasonably minimal normative assumptions. I believe that a virtue

epistemic account has much to recommend it even if one disagrees

with the virtue ethicist about the common good of business. Even

under the austere view of the corporation as a nexus of contracts or a

generator of Pareto efficient wealth, epistemic virtues are essential. How

far one can require people to practise epistemic virtues is certainly a

matter of debate. In particular, as I argue in Chapter 7, the normative

requirements on epistemic virtue for credit rating agencies are much less

extensive thanmight be derivable from a thoroughly virtue ethical point

of departure. That virtue ethicists may want to use the present approach

to argue for more far-reaching epistemic obligations is, however, per-

fectly consistent with making minimal assumptions.

20 Solomon, Ethics and excellence.
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The economics of banking

This discussion of the purpose of the firm is also relevant for another

reason. One only needs to follow recent discussions of bank regulation

to see that the overwhelming majority of commentators and policy-

makers hold to the view that the world of finance is truly special. When

Delta Airlines, Polaroid, WorldCom and Enron went bankrupt, they

just went bankrupt. When a bank gets into trouble, there is a chance

that it will be rescued, and in many countries the chance is quite good.

Despite the collapse of Lehman Brothers and other less heavily publi-

cized business failures in the financial services industry, many govern-

ments have provided state aid to tottering banks. They have nationalized

banks. They have forced healthy banks to take over the sick ones. They

have injected capital or agreed to stand surety for the bank’s ailing

liabilities. They have developed depositor protection schemes. Hardly

any industry gets so much help from the government as the financial

sector. There is no shortage of popular arguments in support of state aid,

either. Reference is made to the Long Depression, the Great Depression,

Black Monday, Black Wednesday and many other crises and crashes

with execrable consequences. It is claimed that letting a bank fail leads to

contagion effects in which sick banks drag down healthy ones in their

fall. It is said that without state support no one sensible would deposit

money in a bank account any longer. It is even argued that finance is the

great facilitator of economic growth and happiness and that finance

firms ought to be protected by the tax payer in return for the salutary

work they do as liegemen of the economy.

These arguments do not hit home, though. Finance undeniably does a

lot of good, and without banks or insurance companies our lives would

look quite different. That is also true of the pharmaceutical industry,

however. In some sense, and unlike the pharmaceutical industry, things

that banks do are things we could also do ourselves. What marks banks

as different is essentially that they do these things vastly more efficiently

than a do-it-yourself approach could ever aspire to. It is helpful briefly

to elaborate on this point. At its simplest, a bank is an intermediary

between people with a surplus of money and people with a deficit. The

standard way to explain why these people, potential depositors and

borrowers, want to make use of the services of a bank is that banks

exploit economies of scale and scope to do things more efficiently. To

begin with, depositors typically want small amounts of money to be
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deposited for short periods of time, whereas borrowers often need large

sums of money for more extended periods of time. Banks can pool these

numerous small deposits and lend the money to fewer borrowers with-

out running the risk of being unable to repay depositors who request

their money. This is called maturities transformation because banks

match the maturity dates of the loans to expected peaks in depositor

demand. In addition to this, banks also reduce risk. Unlike solo depos-

itors lending their money to one particular borrower, banks diversify

their portfolios and lend to very different kinds of borrowers using

the funds for very different kinds of activities, and unlike the do-it-

yourselfer, banks can hire experts to research potential borrowers to

estimate their risk characteristics in ways that individual lenders are

hardly capable of doing with equal thoroughness. Thirdly, banks

decrease search and transaction costs in that prospective depositors

and borrowers do not need to do work to find each other and do not

have to spend a lot on writing loan contracts.

This is all very fine, but from the fact that banks can do things more

efficiently than individual people with money surpluses and deficits one

cannot, I believe, derive a special place for banks among other busi-

nesses. Yet the upshot of this brief excursion into the economics of

banking is not entirely negative; it also shows that more than in other

sectors, an important part of the banks’ added value derives from their

superior epistemic position. It is not only because they havemoremoney

than individual depositors that they can get a better mix of risk and

return; it is also because they know more: about finance, about the

economy, about their clients and about how to screen them.

So far, then, we have encountered two arguments showing why epis-

temic concerns are important in finance. The first stems from a theory

of the firm. Whether one adopts a substantive view according to which

management and employees work together for the common good of

quality services and shareholder value, or a minimal view according to

which a firm is nothing other than a nexus of contracts, without exper-

tise, skills, knowledge and information the common good will hardly be

reached and the contractual obligations will hardly be met. Not all firms

are similar in this respect, though, and a second argument can be gained

from inspecting the particular sort of services that finance firms provide.

Using a traditional economics of banking view, finance is essentially

intermediation between people with money surpluses and people with

money deficits. Intermediaries have epistemic advantages with respect to
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maturities transformation and the like, which suggests that epistemic

virtues are a serious element of human capital. But is this all there is to

epistemic issues in finance? An important and often overlooked culprit

in the global financial crisis is the clients. Most scorn has been heaped

upon bankers, hedge fund managers, raters and regulators. Clients

have been described as innocent, if not slightly dewy-eyed, victims of

the financial institutions’ avarice, egoism and pitilessness. The idea

that clients may have to bear part of the burden of blame seems to

be heresy to most commentators. Chapters 3 and 4 examine in more

detail the predicament of many customers facing increasing responsi-

bilities to organize their own financial affairs. Here I present some

information on the ideological background of this development, and

its concomitant epistemic assumptions.

An argument for liberty

Let me turn now to the argument for liberty. The drift of this argument is

that liberalization (in the guise of privatization, deregulation and the like)

leads to increased freedom of choice for consumers because they assume

personal responsibility for satisfying their needs and desires. The argu-

ment underlay the so-called neoliberal overhaul of much of the financial

sector in Britain and America in the 1980s and 1990s, and inspired

policymaking in other sectors such as education, health care, mass

media, telecommunication, transport andwater, and in countries ranging

from China and India to Mexico and Ghana and post-apartheid South

Africa.21 With a little more precision, the argument can be represented

thus. The first premise covers an assumption about the value to consum-

ers of increasing preference satisfaction and personal responsibility:

1. It is a good thing to increase the personal responsibility consumers

have for satisfying their own preferences.

The second premise postulates a connection between increasing free-

dom of choice and increasing personal responsibility for preference

satisfaction:

21 A partial sample from the literature on liberalization includes Driskill, ‘The
argument for free trade’, Harvey, A brief history of neoliberalism, Katrougalos,
‘Constitutional limitations of privatization’, Moloney, ‘Financial services and
markets’, Quiggin, Zombie economics and Steger and Roy, Neoliberalism.
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2. Increasing freedom of choice leads to an increase in the personal

responsibility consumers have for satisfying their own preferences.

The third premise connects liberalization (privatization, deregulation,

etc.) to freedom of choice:

3. Liberalization increases consumer freedom of choice.

I admit this is an abstract rendering of an argument that has been

analysed and criticized in more detail in the literature on regulation. It

is my purpose here neither to examine the intricacies of its internal

logical structure, nor to evaluate the plausibility of the three premises

in much detail. Without doubt, its supposed proximity to neoliberal

ideology has led many commentators to criticize the argument. Despite

the relevance of such discussions, my interest in the argument is mainly

driven here by the project of finding a normative starting point of

epistemic virtue. I do think of the argument as potentially a quite

powerful source of policymaking, but only if a number of epistemic

assumptions be satisfied, which it is the unwarranted tendency of many

commentators and policymakers to neglect. For consumers to enjoy and

exploit freedom of choice, possessing knowledge of their choice options

is essential, and these epistemic assumptions lead us immediately to

requirements of practising epistemic virtue. Turning to a closer exami-

nation of these assumptions, which I shall do shortly, would only be

moderately relevant, though, if hardly any politician, policymaker or

academic ever defended any of the three premises above. It is therefore

important to point out that they do have their advocates. The argument

for liberty has indeed been a powerful force in developments that have

shaped the financial sector in the United Kingdom, the United States

and other western countries since the 1980s. In line with its first prem-

ise, purchasers of financial services are viewed as people bearing respon-

sibility for the satisfaction of their own preferences. The Pew Research

Center has even gathered the people most intensely affected by these

increased responsibilities under the rubric of the sandwich generation.22

Rather than leaving the responsibility for financial decisions to the

state or to employers, sandwichers have to decide all this for themselves.

This reasoning inspired, among many other things, the privatization of

22 www.pewsocialtrends.org/2013/01/30/the-sandwich-generation.
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pension schemes in the United Kingdom and the liberalization of legal

regulations on mortgage lending in the United States.23

Politics

Consider some examples. In the United Kingdom, a 1988 law permitted

employees to opt out of occupational pension schemes that had hitherto

been mandatory. In the United States, the 1980 Depository Institutions

Deregulation and Money Control Act turned the sale of subprime

mortgages into a legitimate business, accomplishing this by abandoning

the setting of upper limits on mortgage rates on the grounds that this

brings house ownership within the reach of people who would never

qualify for prime mortgages because of their income or poor credit

score.24 In the same country, but in an entirely different domain, the

1996 Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation

Act required, among other things, single mothers to find a job in order

to assume personal responsibility for their lives. These are examples

illustrating how politicians and policymakers link liberalization, priva-

tization and related forms of deregulation to personal responsibility,

thereby adopting the logic of the argument for liberty. But do policy-

makers have anything on offer when it comes to justifying its premises?

In the course of a detailed study of personal responsibility, Alexander

Brown states that politicians ‘are not averse to drawing on moral and

political philosophy to make arguments about why personal responsi-

bility matters’; he even quotes Tony Blair, the former British prime

minister, as advocating a society ‘where more opportunities, and more

choices, are matched by a greater responsibility for people to help

themselves’.25 So let us first consider Premise 1 in the light of Brown’s

observations. Although politicians do not typically use the terminology,

Premise 1 is indebted to the theoretical framework of decision theory,

which many academics favouring the argument adopt, either implicitly

or explicitly. A theory of rational decision making, it sees consumers

as rational agents maximizing their expected utility. For such agents,

increasing preference satisfaction is by definition a good thing.

23 See, e.g., Duménil and Lévy, The crisis of neoliberalism and Engel and McCoy,
‘Tales of three markets’.

24 Dietz and Haurin, ‘Micro-level consequences’.
25 Brown, Personal responsibility, 77.
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Arguments

Now why does one have to bear personal responsibility for one’s own

preference satisfaction? Brown detects two sorts of arguments that have

made their way into politics. One line explains the value of personal

responsibility for preference satisfaction in terms of an ideal of fairness

and that it is unfair to make other people responsible for a person’s

preference satisfaction. Brown considers Blair to be a proponent of

this view. The tenor of this argument derives the value of a person S’s

responsibility ex negativo from the claim that if S were not responsible

for satisfying her own needs and desires, someone else, T, would be; and

this the argument considers to be unfair. Another line cleaves to the view

that S’s personal responsibility is valuable to S herself as part of what

it means to be a human being. Brown traces this second view back to

another former prime minister, Margaret Thatcher, who argued that

‘the virtues of hard work and self-reliance’ are valuable in themselves as

part of the good life.26

It is one thing to believe that it is valuable for oneself or other people

to assume responsibility for maximizing one’s expected utility. It is

quite another thing to argue that increasing freedom of choice leads to

an increase in such responsibility, a proposition Premise 2 is intended

to capture. An original defence along this line is given by Thomas

Hurka.27 In a nutshell, Hurka asks us to imagine a situation in which

an option A is added to the set of actions from which one is free to

choose. Besides that, option A has a consequence, C, that was impos-

sible to reach by performing actions in the original set of options. Hurka

goes on to argue that someone performing A is responsible for having

established C, whereas someone not performing A is responsible for

excluding consequence C.28As a result, the addition of action A to a set

of options has increased the decision maker’s personal responsibility

with respect to establishing or excluding consequence C.

This is the outline of a fairly plausible way to defend Premise 2. What

about Premise 3, that is, the claim that liberalization (in the form of

privatization, deregulation, etc.) increases freedom of choice? Advocates

of deregulation often defend Premise 3 by means of a reduction to

26 Brown, Personal responsibility, 78. 27 Hurka, ‘Why value autonomy?’
28 This goes a bit fast, ignoring as it does the role of causal factors. For expository

purposes I abstract from these details. A treatment of responsibility in the context
of business is Gibson, Ethics and business, 95–124.
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absurdity showing that the allegedopposite of liberalization– regulation –

decreases freedom. Ned Dobos provides a detailed and critical discus-

sion of this argument to which the present discussion is indebted.29

Protectionist regulation of the American car industry in the Reagan

era established import restrictions on Japanese cars, which curtailed

consumer freedom of choice. This is because as a result of the regula-

tions, the price of Japanese cars increased by $900 on average, whereas

the price of American cars increased by only $300 on average. Given

one’s budget constraints, an increase in the price of a particular product

decreases one’s freedom in the sense that it decreases the number of

consumption bundles one can afford. In this case, for instance, the

option of buying a Japanese car rather than an American car and

spending the remaining $600 on a weekend in New York City (and

simultaneously keeping the rest of the expenditures the same as in the

deregulated scenario) is no longer available. Tariffs and related forms

of regulation decrease freedom, and consequently, winding these things

back, which is what liberalization does, increases freedom.

Epistemic preconditions for liberty

This has been a quick survey of how liberalization (privatization, dereg-

ulation, etc.) has been defended and why this has influenced policy-

making. My purpose, however, is not to evaluate the plausibility of

the argument for liberty, but to show how its advocates often fail to take

care of an assumption that has to do with processing information,

forming beliefs and acquiring knowledge. In essence my strategy is to

show that Premise 2 makes implicit assumptions about what consumers

know about their choice options. Without knowledge of the consump-

tion bundles one can choose, increasing one’s freedom of choice does

not have the desired effect of increasing personal responsibility for

the satisfaction of one’s preferences. Premise 2 states that increasing

freedom of choice leads to an increase in the personal responsibility for

satisfying their own desires that consumers face. To see that this pre-

supposes an epistemic condition, imagine that a new kind of retirement

product is introduced to the market. This assuredly increases consumer

29 Dobos, ‘Neoliberalism’, 65–6. The case was first developed in Williams, ‘Free
markets’, from which Dobos quotes.
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freedom. Imagine, however, that consumers are unaware of the increased

freedom. Then obviously there is no increase in the personal responsi-

bility consumers have for the satisfaction of their preferences, because

the choice situation, from their point of view, is the same as before. A

decision-theoretic framework allows us to make this argument more

explicit. A decision problem as decision theory conceives of it has

someone choose an action only when it maximizes expected utility.

The standard elements of a decision situation are: (i) the actions that

someone can choose and their various possible consequences; (ii) the

person’s preferences, represented by a utility function, over all possible

outcomes of all available actions; and (iii) the person’s beliefs about the

likelihood of certain consequences obtaining. From the perspective of

decision theory, it is completely transparent that how far people succeed

in satisfying their preferences depends on the accuracy of their beliefs.

Suppose an action is available, but one does not see or believe that it is; or

suppose that a particular highly desired consequence is reachable with

high probability, but one underestimates the probability of reaching it.

Then one is likely to end up not satisfying one’s preferences in the best

way possible. It is undeniable that the better a person’s beliefs, the higher

the expected utility.

Responsibility

It is fairly trivial that epistemic assumptions are essential for preference

satisfaction. It is slightly less straightforward if the primary value we

discern in consumer freedom is not so much preference satisfaction but

responsibility. Yet here too an increase in freedom of choice only con-

tributes to increasing the alleged good effects of responsibility (fairness,

hard work, self-reliance and whatever other values Blair, Thatcher and

their like have invoked in defence of liberalization) if people are aware

of their increased freedom. Suppose, for example, that fairness is what

drives the argument and that fairness requires that performing certain

activities is my responsibility rather than the responsibility of others.

In order to perform the actions that it is my responsibility to perform,

I have to be aware of the fact that I am free to perform these actions.

Otherwise it is unfair to criticize me for not performing them. Here,

however, an interesting twist arises if we adopt Hurka’s responsibility

defence. Hurka stressed that responsibility should not only include

responsibility for the consequences of the action I decide to carry out,
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but also for the consequences of the actions I decide not to carry out.

Increasing freedom of choice by one action, A, increases such respon-

sibility even if I never perform A. To be responsible for omitting A,

however, I should know that I have gained the freedom to do A. If

responsibility is what buttresses the argument for liberty, even gaining

knowledge about actions one does not perform should be welcomed.

In decision-theoretic parlance, the epistemic presupposition con-

cerns knowledge about the following three items: available actions,

possible consequences and the probabilities of these consequences

arising. That may sound overly abstract. What does it mean, for con-

sumers of financial services, to know the products and services that

finance firms are offering? It means that they possess knowledge about

the characteristics of these products, that is, about what consequences

may result from their decision to buy them and how likely these con-

sequences are. For instance, pondering their retirement plans, people

have to know the kinds of pensions they can choose, what the differ-

ences are between themwith respect to themoney they receive, the risks

they run and how likely it is that, for instance, a retirement product will

pay out a guaranteed sum of money, or whether there is a chance that

the payout will be less. Though saying that the argument for liberty is

committed to a number of epistemic assumptions may not be partic-

ularly deep, these assumptions are not always perfectly satisfied, to put

it mildly. Owing to tenacious asymmetries of power and knowledge,

the commodification of financial services that accompanied the priva-

tization of the financial sector does not, for instance, seem to have

benefited consumers a great deal.30 In the 1980s many British citizens

switched from State earnings related pension schemes (Serps) to alter-

native non-government schemes. In many cases they did that merely on

the unreasonable and unjustified suspicion that state pensions had an

uncertain future. They made their decisions without having a satisfac-

tory understanding of what they chose, what alternative schemes were

open to them and how these schemes differed. A significant number

of citizens made the wrong decision.31 Similar results hold for the

American mortgage market, where failures to grasp the complexities

of mortgage pricing or credit scoring partly explain why many bor-

rowers chose the wrong products.32

30 Burton, Financial services. 31 Aldridge, ‘Cultural capital’.
32 Hynes and Posner, ‘Law and economics of consumer finance’.
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I must emphasize that, unlike policymakers, most economists working

on regulation acknowledge the importance of these epistemic concerns.

The received view is that bank regulation should aim at decreasing

information and transaction costs of consumers. Unlike extreme laissez-

faire political economy, the received view admits that governments can

play fruitful roles in overcoming market failures. But unlike the other

extreme of complete state intervention, the received view sees the pri-

mary role of regulation as one of intervening with informational policies

rather than endowing supervisory officials with significant powers to

interfere with a bank’s daily decision making. The received view favours

informational policies directed at removing asymmetries of information

and other market failures of epistemic origin. Removing asymmetries

of information goes some way to satisfying the epistemic assumptions of

the argument for liberty; it should be stressed, however, that in contrast

to much of the regulation literature, I am not so much concerned here

with the mere availability of information as with processing information

and gaining knowledge. To return to two earlier examples, there was

plenty of information available on pension plans and credit scoring, but

a significant number of people did not access or process – or did not

know how to access or process, or did not know that they could access

or process – the information adequately. It was a lack of knowledge not a

lack of information that resulted in their choosing the wrong pensions

or mortgages.

Criticism

Before turning to a closer examination of epistemic virtue in the next

chapter it is important to make two observations. The first is that there

aremany grounds to criticize the argument for liberty. Taking issue with

Premise 1, psychological studies suggest that a superabundance of

alternatives for consumers impedes their ability to choose.33 The sheer

number of options leads them to take decisions that satisfy them less

than what they would have chosen had they had less freedom. Other

scholars attack Premise 3. They argue that many forms of deregulation

do not increase consumer choice unless they are accompanied by severe

re-regulation. Without consumer protection laws, anti-trust legislation

and other ways to mitigate deregulation, greater freedom for business

33 A popular account of these problems is Schwartz, Paradox of choice.
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does not lead to greater freedom for consumers. But re-regulation, these

scholars lament, is often absent.34 These and similar observations are

very important for the cogency of my claim that the argument for liberty

only works if the epistemic assumptions hold true. The research may be

interpreted as pointing out that I have been too optimistic in suggesting

that once people have sufficient knowledge of their decision situation

they will choose optimally. Under such a reading, too much knowledge

rather discapacitates people for choice. I do not think, however, that

this is the most natural way to interpret these research findings. Rather

I think that the findings support my claim that people need genuine

knowledge to benefit from increased freedom. When we are over-

whelmed by choice it is because we cannot see the wood for the trees

and lack full knowledge of our decision situation. The mere number of

alternatives is not what disables us; what disables us is what sets apart

the connoisseur from the ignorant.Most of us know how to buy cereals,

cars or clothes. It is when we do not know how to distinguish alter-

natives that we may start feeling overpowered and unable to choose.

Another worry to be addressed before turning to epistemic virtue is

that one might ask how likely it is that the financial services industry

accepts the argument. Themethodological strategy I use is to adopt a set

of assumptions that is as minimal as possible to be consistent with the

self-image of the industry. When the industry lobbies against restric-

tions of freedom of enterprise, it typically does so on the grounds that

such restrictions diminish its ability to contribute to generating Pareto

efficiency; lifting such restrictions increases consumer wealth and well-

being because it allows the industry to help people allocate resources

optimally over time. Much of the regulation of the financial sector is

imbued with this view. But this view commits the industry to the argu-

ment for liberty, and consequently the industry has to accept willy-nilly

that it must not frustrate but support making the epistemic assumptions

true. These commitments may surprise the industry, but the only escape

is to adopt a radically different concept of itself. It is not clear, however,

that adopting such a different self-concept is to its advantage, because if

banks, insurance companies, pension funds and other financial firms are

no longer seen as contributing to Pareto efficiency by means of freedom

for citizens, governments may soon withdraw the many privileges the

industry enjoys and start treating it as they treat other business sectors.

34 Griffith-Jones et al., Time for a visible hand.
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Summary

This chapter has introduced a number of core normative assumptions

employed in the book. The first question I addressed was whether

banks and other finance firms have a purpose just in the same way as

hospitals or schools. I made clear that for methodological reasons I

attempt to make minimal ideological assumptions, and that is what led

me to examine Milton Friedman’s theory of the function of the firm.

Following Friedman, firms were conceived of as entities that must

maximize shareholder value, provided ethics and law be respected –

and this, we saw, is a serious extra condition that has lexicographic

priority over maximizing profit. These ideas were reinforced by homing

in on the theory of the firm as developed by economists, and by examin-

ing the way in which corporate law deals with firms. I showed that there

is a clear correlation between corporate governance (how is the firm

organized?) and corporate performance (is the firm profitable?) in that

firms with hierarchical command structures generally outdo others. And

I showed how corporate law describes the public limited company or

corporation as a ‘legal fiction’ satisfying the conditions of legal person-

hood, limited liability, transferability of shares, investor ownership and

delegated management.

The last part of the chapter introduced the argument for liberty, used

by such politicians as Reagan, Clinton, Thatcher and Blair in defence of

many deregulatory policies that saw the light during their governments.

According to this argument, increasing freedom of choice enlarges the

scope people have for assuming personal responsibility for satisfying

their preferences. What often goes unnoticed is, however, that for

more freedom to lead to more responsibility and satisfaction, accurate

beliefs about freedom of choice are essential. A failure of this epistemic

requirement to hold true gives a partial explanation of why numerous

deregulatory policies have not brought the benefits their inventors had

hoped for. To defend their policies and activities, governments and

businesses still often embrace the argument for liberty: they see the free

and perfectly competitive market as an essential motor to maximizing

welfare. The upshot of my argument about liberty is that such a defence

cannot be consistently offered without accepting the epistemic assump-

tions – and without contributing to their realization. To realize them,

epistemic virtues are necessary, and that is what I shall turn to now.
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